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FOXE DEN follows high school English teacher Skyler Foxe and his friends throughout the holidays,

from Thanksgiving to New Yearâ€™s. Along the way, Skyler gets to inflict his mother on his

boyfriend Keith, meets Keithâ€™s parents, and just generally tries to navigate the treacherous

waters of a brand new relationship. Unlike the novels, this novella hasnâ€™t any mystery to solve.

Itâ€™s the sort of stuff that happens between characters once the book cover is closed; a gift of

â€œDVD extras.â€• This novella comes right after Out-Foxed, and before Foxe Fire.
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This is the second time we were taken inside Skyler's world without someone dying. The mysteries

involving this English teacher and his posse (the SFC -- read the books) are GREAT stories but

these short stories take you behind them. They've been compared to the 'Extras' on a DVD but I

think of them as 'backstories', giving you an insight to these characters and how they interact when

not solving a mystery. They are like a cup of good coffee after a great meal -- they give you

something to savior until the next mystery comes along.

Foxe Den 2 is a short but nice installment to the rest of the Skyler Foxe Mystery series books. It was

sexy, fun and sweet. Really enjoyed the different point of views from the other characters. I think it

was good setup for the next full length story.



This is a fun follow-up to the developing romance between Skyler and Keith as poor Skyler goes

through committment issues. Does he love Keith. Does Keith love him. Is he willing to settle with just

this one man. And horrors of horrors, can he imagine a life together when he is fifty five and Keith is

sixty five? Most engaging and enjoyable. And let's not forget Sidney, James, Philip and his mother,

without whom Skyler will just "freak out". Skyler gets to bond with Keith's family too. A fun addition to

the series and I cannot wait for the next mystery romance installment. Saying that I still wish Keith is

a more complex character and not such a wonderful hunk.

This book was so enjoyable. I am hooked on the Skyler Foxe mysteries. It was so nice to be able to

continue following Skyler in his daily life. I like the way we were able to live the holidays with Skyler

and his friends. There were no great mysteries to solve in this one, we got to just spend some time

with the lovable characters from the first three books. I wish more authors would take this route

instead of ending their stories abruptly. This book is a must read if you are a fan of Skyler Foxe.

Foxe rocks!

I read the Trilogy of Skylar Foxe Mysteries, in order, followed by this book. I did it all in the space of

three days. What fun! I have always loved mystery novels and recently have been reading m/m

romance novels. These books find a way to wrap a gay romance in a series of mysteries and leave

you begging for more. This book is the more. I can't wait to see what Skylar and Keith will be up to

in the next mystery novel, which I understand the author has promised.

OK, OK! I will freely admit that I was hooked from the opening chapter to the last one. Such a

delightful work. The plot, the characters, the background all came together to tell a wonderful story.

Skyler, his friends (SFC), and his potential boyfriend are delightfully and cleverly woven together.

No mysteries here! Instead, There are four short stories set during the holiday season as Skyler &

Keith take their relationship to another level. They move in together and visit each other's families.

There is quite a bit of rather detailed sexual activity. I didn't really mind such graphic descriptions,

but they didn't do much to develop the characters, either, so I think the writing would have been

stronger if most of the erotic material had been edited out.

I was trapped (enchanted) by Skyler after reading the first 2 in Haley Walsh's series. I went back

and re-read them before reading the 3rd book, OUT-FOXED, and then this compendium of 3



novellas which summarizes events after the first 3 books. It is important to read these books in

sequence, but all lovers of the genre should read about Skyler and his friends.
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